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Periphery-Lattice Mixed-Order Ambisonic Scheme for Spherical Microphone Arrays

Jiho Chang, Member, IEEE, and Márton Marschall

Abstract—Most methods for sound field reconstruction and spherical beamforming with spherical microphone arrays are mathematically based on the spherical harmonics expansion. In many cases, this expansion is truncated at a certain order as in higher order ambisonics (HOA). This truncation leads to performance that is independent of the incident direction of the sound waves. On the other hand, mixed-order ambisonic (MOA) schemes that select an appropriate subset of spherical harmonics can improve the performance for horizontal directions at the expense of other directions. This paper proposes an MOA scheme called Periphery-Lattice to improve sound field reconstruction performance for horizontally incident sound waves. The proposed scheme is compared with the previously introduced MOA and HOA schemes in terms of theoretical truncation error and performance in sound field reconstruction and spherical beamforming. Computer simulations and measurements are conducted with a spherical array of 52 microphones with a nonuniform layout. The results show that the proposed MOA scheme has better performance in sound field reconstruction and spherical beamforming for horizontal sound waves than the other schemes for a given number of microphones. This scheme can be applied to other spherical array layouts if the number of microphones is greater than that of the required spherical harmonics coefficients, and may improve the horizontal performance.

Index Terms—Higher order ambisonics (HOA), mixed-order ambisonics (MOA), spherical beamforming, sound field reconstruction, spherical array of microphones.

I. INTRODUCTION

A NY solution of the wave equation in spherical coordinates can be expressed with spherical Bessel functions and spherical harmonics functions [2]. This expression can be referred to as the spherical harmonics expansion. This expansion has been widely used for sound field reconstruction [3]–[5], spherical beamforming [6]–[9], sound field encoding with spherical microphone arrays [10], [11], and also for sound field reproduction and beamforming with loudspeaker arrays [12]–[16]. The terminology, ambisonics [17], has been used mostly in relation to spatial audio, but in this paper, it refers to all those techniques based on the spherical harmonics expansion.

This expansion includes an infinite number of terms, but in practice the number must be limited. Conventional ambisonics uses four terms up to the first order: a term for the zero-th order represents the omni-directional component, and three terms for the first-order directional components with respect to the x, y, and z axes. Higher-order ambisonics (HOA) uses more terms up to a higher order N, where the total number of terms becomes \((N + 1)^2\) because the number of terms at the \(n\)-th order is \(2n + 1\) [18]. This particular truncation results in performance being independent of the direction of the incident sound waves. However, in many cases, performance for horizontally incident waves is more important than that for other directions because relevant sound sources are often placed close to the horizontal plane in real situations, as the human auditory system has better resolution in horizontal directions than in vertical [19]. To improve performance near the horizontal plane, several schemes of mixed-order ambisonics (MOA) have been proposed that select terms relevant to horizontal performance instead of using all terms up to a certain order [21]–[27]. The present study is concerned with MOA schemes. A MOA scheme termed Periphery-Lattice (PL in what follows) is proposed, and compared with other schemes. Periphery refers to sound reproduction both in the horizontal and vertical directions around a listener [20]. The periphrastic order is used to indicate the order up to which all terms are considered (i.e., up to which performance is direction independent).

In the literature, the first MOA scheme was introduced by Daniel [21]. Travis categorized MOA schemes into #H, #H#V, #H#P, #H#V#P schemes where H, V, and P stand for horizontal, vertical, and periphony, respectively, and # is an integer [22]. These mixed-order schemes are described in more detail in Section II-B. Several studies have used the #H#P scheme to improve performance measures for horizontal sound waves [23]–[27]. It was shown that this scheme improves the directivity of the spherical beamforming power and the robustness [25]. Sound field reconstruction has also been investigated for the #H#P scheme, but the results were not directly compared with HOA [26]. In fact, it is unclear if the #H#P scheme improves reconstruction performance in the horizontal plane due to the omission of several terms that have considerable contribution in the horizontal plane. Other approaches to favoring...
or limiting the reconstruction to certain directions with the particular aim of supporting non-uniform loudspeaker layouts include the derivation of new basis functions [28]–[30], and combining ambisonics and panning techniques [31].

This paper proposes a new MOA scheme that contains all relevant terms for expressing sound fields generated by sound sources located in the horizontal plane, in order to improve reconstruction performance. In other words, unlike previously introduced MOA schemes, the proposed subset preserves all information available for horizontal sources. This arrangement differs from the categories introduced by Travis [22] and represents a new category of MOA schemes. Since the selected terms appear in a lattice, the proposed scheme is termed the PL (Periphony-Lattice) scheme. In this paper, the proposed MOA scheme is compared with several alternative MOA schemes, as well as with HOA. A comprehensive set of metrics is applied, including both analytically derived measures such as truncation error, as well as performance measures related to spherical beamforming and sound field reconstruction.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the considered MOA schemes, and proposes the PL scheme. Section III compares these schemes in terms of the truncation effect and spatial resolution in general. Section IV describes simulations of the performance of an example spherical microphone array of microphones while applying the considered schemes. Section V validates the proposed method with experiments. Section VI discusses relevant issues, and Section VII concludes this study.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Higher-Order Ambisonics (HOA)

An arbitrary incident sound field in a finite region can be expressed in spherical harmonics expansion as [2]

\[ P(r, \theta, \phi, \omega) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} A_{m,n}(\omega) j_n(kr) Y_n^m(\theta, \phi), \] (1)

where \( \omega \) is angular frequency (omitted in what follows for simplicity), \( k \) is the wave number, \( A_{m,n}(\omega) \) is a complex coefficient, \( \theta \) and \( \phi \) are the declination angle and the azimuth angle, respectively, and \( Y_n^m(\theta, \phi) \) are the spherical harmonics,

\[ Y_n^m(\theta, \phi) = \sqrt{\frac{(2n+1)(n-m)!}{4\pi(n+m)!}} P_n^m(\cos \theta) e^{im\phi}, \] (2)

where \( P_n^m \) is the associated Legendre function. A time-harmonic function \( e^{-i\omega t} \) is omitted for simplicity. The coefficients \( A_{m,n}(\omega) \) define the incident sound field. For example, the coefficients for a plane wave propagating in \( (\theta_0, \phi_0) \) with unit amplitude are given by \( 4\pi j_n(Y_n^m(\theta_0, \phi_0))^* \) [7], where * indicates the conjugate operation.

Spherical harmonics can be categorized into zonal, sectoral, and tesseral harmonics. Zonal harmonics are components where the index \( m = 0 \), and sectoral harmonics are components where \( m \) is equal to \( \pm n \). The remaining components are the tesseral harmonics. It is known that sectoral harmonics are dominant for horizontal representation, whereas more tesseral components contribute to better vertical performance [20].

In the HOA approach, all three harmonic types up to a certain order \( N \) are included,

\[ \tilde{P}(r, \theta, \phi) = \sum_{n=0}^{N} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} A_{m,n} j_n(kr) Y_n^m(\theta, \phi), \] (3)

Thus, HOA has direction independent performance properties. The total number of the terms in this case is \((N+1)^2\).

B. Mixed-Order Ambisonics (MOA)-PHV Scheme

Travis categorized MOA schemes based on three parameters that indicate the order for periphonic, horizontal, and vertical terms [20]. To clarify each parameter, let us define \( N_P \), \( N_H \), and \( N_V \), respectively. \( N_P \) is an order up to which all terms are chosen so that the performance is periphonic (independent of direction) with the selected terms. \( N_H \) is a higher order than \( N_P \), and only some terms are selected at the orders from \( N_P + 1 \) to \( N_H \) depending on another order, \( N_V \). \( N_V \) is an integer from zero to \( N_P \). If \( N_V \) is zero, only sectoral terms are selected, and horizontal performance is improved because sectoral harmonics are dominant in the horizontal plane. If \( N_V \) is not zero, tesseral terms of \(|m| \geq n \) are added, which improves vertical performance, and provides a smoother transition between performance for horizontal and elevated sources [20].

A MOA scheme that has non-zero \( N_P \), \( N_H \), and \( N_V \) is called a PHV (Periphonic-Horizontal-Vertical) scheme, and labelled as \( N_P N_H N_V \) in this study (similarly to the #H#V#P notation used in [20]). A sound field can be expressed with this scheme as

\[ \tilde{P}_{N_P N_H N_V}(r, \theta, \phi) = \sum_{n=0}^{N_P} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} A_{m,n} j_n(kr) Y_n^m(\theta, \phi) \]

\[ + \sum_{n=N_P+1}^{N_H} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \left[ A_{m,n} j_n(kr) Y_n^m(\theta, \phi) \right]. \] (4)

The total number of the terms is \((N_P + 1)^2 + 2(N_V + 1)(N_H - N_P)\). For example, Fig. 1 illustrates the \(3^{(P)}3^{(H)}1^{(V)}\) scheme. Each block stands for a spherical harmonics component of order \((m, n)\). The selected components in this scheme are shaded. Only terms for \( m \geq 0 \) are shown, since all schemes are symmetric around \( m = 0 \). That is, in this figure, 14 components are shown, but the total number is 24 including the components with \( m < 0 \).

If \( N_V \) is zero, this term can be omitted, and then the scheme can be called a PH (Periphonic-Horizontal, labelled as #H#P in [22]) scheme. In this paper, this scheme is designated as \( N_P N_H^{(H)} \). The sound field in this case is given by

\[ \tilde{P}_{N_P N_H}(r, \theta, \phi) = \sum_{n=0}^{N_P} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} A_{m,n} j_n(kr) Y_n^m(\theta, \phi) \]

\[ + \sum_{n=N_P+1}^{N_H} \left[ A_{m,n} j_n(kr) Y_n^m(\theta, \phi) + A_{-m,n} j_n(kr) Y_n^{-m}(\theta, \phi) \right]. \] (5)

The total number of terms becomes \(N_P^2 + 2N_H + 1\).
If instead \( N_P \) is zero, the \( N_P^{(P)} \) term could be omitted from the label, as in [22], which also defines H and HV schemes. However, \( N_P \) can also be considered to be unity. For example, \( 0^{(P)}2^{(H)}1^{(V)} \) is equivalent to \( 1^{(P)}2^{(H)}1^{(V)} \). This means that H and HV schemes are included in the PH and PHV categories.

Here, for the sake of clarity, we define \( N_P \) as a non-zero integer (\( N_P > 0 \)).

In addition, \( N_V \) is defined to be equal to, or less than \( N_P \), since otherwise, \( 1^{(P)}3^{(H)}2^{(V)} \) and \( 2^{(P)}3^{(H)}2^{(V)} \) for example, describe equivalent schemes.

If \( N_H \) and \( N_V \) are not defined, the PHV scheme is reduced to \( N_P \)-th order HOA. In other words, \( N_P \)-th order HOA can be labelled in the same system, as \( N_P^{(P)} \).

### C. Mixed-Order Ambisonics (MOA)-PL Scheme

To improve the reconstruction performance, all terms relevant to the horizontally propagating waves need to be selected. The terms that are related to horizontal waves can be identified by inspecting the coefficients \( A_{m,n} \) in (3), which define the incident sound waves. For example, the coefficient of a plane wave has the angular component \( Y^m_n(\theta, \phi)^* \), where \( (\theta, \phi) \) is the propagating direction. A spherical wave contains \( Y^m_n(\theta_0, \phi_0)^* \) as the angular component in the coefficients where \( (\theta_0, \phi_0) \) is the position of the source. Thus, with \( \theta_0 = \pi/2 \), i.e., a plane wave propagating or a monopole placed in the horizontal plane, the term \( P_n^m(\cos(\pi/2)) \) is included in the coefficients (cf. (2)).

Since \( P_n^m(\cos(\pi/2)) \) has a value of zero when \( n + m \) is an odd number, the coefficients will also take a value of zero for these indices. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the magnitude of \( Y^m_n(\pi/2, 0)^* \) with respect to the indices \( n \) and \( m \). Note that grid points for \(|m| > n\) do not have defined values. Non-zero values appear in lattice where \( P_n^m(0) \neq 0 \). This means that a sound field of horizontal waves can be expressed by just the non-zero terms without a loss of information. Hence, sound fields produced by sources in the horizontal plane can be efficiently described by using the above terms only. Based on these considerations, a new scheme, termed periphony-lattice (PL), can be defined where L stands for lattice, and labelled as \( N_P^{(P)} N_L^{(L)} \). The sound field in this scheme can be expressed as

\[
\tilde{P}_{N_P^{(P)} N_L^{(L)}}(r, \theta, \phi) = N_P^{(P)} \sum_{n=0}^{N_P} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} A_{m,n} j_n(kr) Y^m_n(\theta, \phi) + \sum_{n=N_P+1}^{N_L} \sum_{m=0}^{n} A_{2m-n,n} j_n(kr) Y^{2m-n}_n(\theta, \phi),
\]

and the total number of terms is \( (N_P + 1)^2 + (N_P + N_L + 3)(N_L - N_P)/2 \). Fig. 3 shows an example of this scheme \( 3^{(P)}5^{(L)} \).

Note that the sectoral harmonics have the largest values in general in Fig. 2, but other non-zero components also have significant contributions. By selecting only sectoral harmonics at orders above \( N_P \), the PH scheme can reduce the reconstruction error to some extent, compared with the \( N_P^{(P)} \) scheme. However, the PL scheme is expected to have lower reconstruction error than the PH scheme because of the inclusion of all relevant terms to horizontal sound waves.
III. COMPARISON OF EFFECT OF TRUNCATION

A. Truncation Error

The effect of truncation in the spherical harmonics expansion can be shown with the normalized truncation error and the normalized directivity. The normalized truncation error is defined as [13]

$$e^2 (kr) = \frac{\int_0^\pi \int_0^{2\pi} \left| P(r, \theta, \phi) - \tilde{P}(r, \theta, \phi) \right|^2 \sin \theta d\phi d\theta}{\int_0^\pi \int_0^{2\pi} |P(r, \theta, \phi)|^2 \sin \theta d\phi d\theta},$$

(7)

and for a plane wave in HOA, the error is reduced to [13]

$$e^2_{N(P)} (kr) = 1 - \sum_{n=0}^N (2n+1) j_n^2 (kr),$$

(8)

which is independent of the propagating direction. In contrast, the truncation error of the $N_H^{(P)} N_V^{(H)} N_N^{(V)}$ scheme becomes

$$\bar{e}_{N_p}^2 (kr) = 1 - \sum_{n=0}^{N_p} (2n+1) j_n^2 (kr) + 4\pi \sum_{n=N_p+1}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-n}^{n-1} \sum_{-N_V}^{N_V} |Y_n^m (\theta_0, \phi_0)|^2 j_n^2 (kr),$$

(9)

where $\theta_0$ and $\phi_0$ are the declination and the azimuth angles of the propagating direction of the plane wave, respectively. See Appendix for the detailed derivations. The truncation error of $N_p^{(P)} N^{(L)}$ scheme is

$$\bar{e}_{N_p}^2 (kr) = 1 - \sum_{n=0}^{N_p} (2n+1) j_n^2 (kr) + 4\pi \sum_{n=N_p+1}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-n}^{n-1} |Y_n^{2m-n+1} (\theta_0, \phi_0)|^2 j_n^2 (kr).$$

(10)

If $\theta_0$ is equal to $\pi/2$, this error is equal to the truncation error for $N_l$-th order HOA, $\bar{e}_{N_l}^2$, because the result of the second summation becomes zero.

Fig. 4 shows the truncation errors for two example schemes, $5^{(P)}7^{(H)}3^{(V)}$ and $5^{(P)}7^{(L)}$ for a plane wave with $(\theta_0, \phi_0) = (\pi/2, 0)$. These schemes are chosen for a fair comparison as the number of the terms is similar (52 and 51, respectively). Truncation errors for $5^{(P)}$, $7^{(P)}$ (dotted lines), and $5^{(P)}7^{(H)}$ are also shown for comparison. The truncation errors for $5^{(P)}7^{(H)}$ and $5^{(P)}7^{(H)}3^{(V)}$ are smaller than that for $5^{(P)}$, but greater than for $7^{(P)}$. This shows that the more terms are added, the smaller the truncation error becomes. It is notable that the error for the PL scheme $5^{(P)}7^{(L)}$ is, however, equal to that of 7th order HOA despite having a smaller number of terms than either $5^{(P)}7^{(H)}3^{(V)}$ or $7^{(P)}$.

B. Normalized Directivity

Another measure to evaluate MOA schemes is the normalized directivity [6]–[9]. The spherical harmonics function has the completeness relation,

$$\sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} Y_n^m (\theta, \phi) Y_n^m (\theta_0, \phi_0)^* = \delta (\phi - \phi_0) \delta (\cos \theta - \cos \theta_0).$$

(11)

If the summation is truncated, it does not equate to a delta function in (11), but will exhibit a main lobe and side lobes. The width of the main lobe and the maximum level of the side lobes are widely used as performance indices of the directivity [6]–[9]. The directivity is considered higher when the width of the main lobe is narrower, and the maximum side lobe level is lower.

The directivity of the $N$-th order HOA can be defined as

$$w_{N^{(P)}} (\theta, \phi) = \sum_{n=0}^{N_p} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} Y_n^m (\theta, \phi) Y_n^m (\theta_0, \phi_0)^*. $$

(12)

Likewise, the directivity of MOA schemes can be defined as

$$w_{N_p^{(P)}} (\theta, \phi) = \sum_{n=0}^{N_p} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} Y_n^m (\theta, \phi) Y_n^m (\theta_0, \phi_0)^* + \sum_{n=N_p+1}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} [Y_n^m (\theta, \phi) Y_n^m (\theta_0, \phi_0)^*] + Y_{-m}^m (\theta, \phi) Y_{-m}^m (\theta_0, \phi_0)^*,$$

(13)
The directivity index (DI) is a widely used parameter to quantify the directivity. DI with respect to the azimuth angle can be defined as [18], [32]:

$$DI^{(H)} = 10\log_{10} \left[ \frac{2\pi |w(\theta_0, \phi_0)|^2}{\int_{0}^{\pi} |w(\theta, \phi)|^2 d\phi} \right].$$

DI around the azimuth for $5^{(P)}$ and $7^{(P)}$ are 10.29 dB and 11.61 dB, respectively. $5^{(P)}$, $7^{(P)}$ results in the same DI as $7^{(P)}$. DIs for $5^{(P)}$ $7^{(P)}$ and $5^{(P)}$, $7^{(P)}$ have a smaller value, 5.

On the other hand, looking at directivity along the declination angle (Fig. 5, bottom), $5^{(P)}$ has a narrower main lobe width than the other two schemes, showing that vertical directivity is better controlled with this scheme. In the declination direction, the maximum of $n - |m|$ determines the maximum spatial frequency. $5^{(P)}$ $7^{(P)}$ has the same maximum value of $n - |m|$ ($= 6$) as $7^{(P)}$, while $5^{(P)}$ $7^{(P)}$ $3^{(V)}$ have a smaller value, 5.

Sectoral harmonics have zero value for $n - |m|$ by definition, and thus $N^{(P)}$ always has the same maximum spatial frequency around the declination as $N^{(P)}$. Vertical plane DIs can be defined as

$$DI^{(V)}(\theta_0) = 10\log_{10} \left[ \frac{\pi |w(\theta_0, \phi_0)|^2}{\int_{0}^{\pi} |w(\theta, \phi)|^2 d\phi} \right],$$

where it depends on the looking direction $\theta_0$, which is $\pi/2$ in this case. Those for $5^{(P)}$ and $7^{(P)}$ are 7.41 dB and 8.68 dB, respectively. The DI for $5^{(P)}$ $7^{(P)}$ is lower than that of $5^{(P)}$ ($7.29$ dB). $5^{(P)}$ $7^{(P)}$ has the same value as $7^{(P)}$, and $5^{(P)}$ $7^{(P)}$ has 7.76 dB. These results are also shown in Table I.

IV. AMBISONIC ENCODING WITH SPHERICAL MICROPHONE ARRAYS

A. Spherical Microphone Array and Simulation Setup

In order to compare the MOA and HOA schemes, a spherical microphone array is employed, and the performance in terms of sound field reconstruction and spherical beamforming is compared between the schemes using simulations (Section IV) as well as experimental results (Section V). The simulation analysis is conducted in a similar way as in Section III; a plane wave is assumed for the reference field, and the reconstruction error and the normalized directivity are compared. However, the coefficients used are not the theoretical values, but estimated from the surface pressure on the spherical array of microphones. Hence, these simulations exhibit spatial aliasing at high frequencies, and the results are frequency dependent. The effect of noise is considered in Section V.

A rigid-sphere microphone array that was introduced in previous studies was considered [23], [24], which has a radius of 5 cm, and the total number of microphones is 52. The layout consists of rings of 2, 6, 10, 16, 10, 6 and 2 microphones at declination angles of 10, 35, 61, 90, 119, 145 and 170 degrees, respectively. The layout thus provides a somewhat denser arrangement of microphones around the equator.

In a rigid sphere of radius $a$ located at the origin, the sound pressure on the surface due to a plane wave propagating in $(\theta_0, \phi_0)$ direction can be approximated with an effective
order $N_{\text{eff}}$,
\[ P_{\text{tot}} \left( r = a, \theta, \phi \right) \cong \sum_{n=-N_{\text{eff}}}^{N_{\text{eff}}} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} A_{mn} b_n \left( ka \right) Y_n^{m} \left( \theta, \phi \right), \quad (17) \]
where
\[ b_n \left( ka \right) = j_n \left( ka \right) - j_n^* \left( ka \right) h_n^{1/2} \left( ka \right) = \frac{i}{\left( ka \right)^2 h_n^{1/2} \left( ka \right)}. \quad (18) \]
For an infinite $N_{\text{eff}}$, the equality is satisfied. For the simulation, a finite value that is large enough to neglect the truncation error should be chosen. $N_{\text{eff}}$ was chosen as \( \lceil 2ka + 1 \rceil \) where \( \lceil \cdot \rceil \) means the smallest integer that is greater than \( 2ka + 1 \). This gives less than 0.1% error at all frequencies according to (8). That is, $P_{\text{tot}}$ with $N_{\text{eff}} = \lceil 2ka + 1 \rceil$ can be assumed to be sufficiently close to the true value in the simulations.

### B. Estimation of the Coefficients

The sound pressure on the surface and the coefficients $A_{mn}$ have the following relation by the orthonormality of $Y_n^m$:
\[ A_{mn} = \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{\pi} P_{\text{tot}} \left( r = a, \theta, \phi \right) \frac{Y_n^m \left( \theta, \phi \right)^*}{b_n \left( ka \right)} \sin \theta \sin \phi \, d\theta d\phi. \quad (19) \]
In practice, the sound pressure is sampled at a limited number of positions, and the coefficients can be estimated by discretizing (19). However, suboptimal sampling leads to orthonormality errors [8]. Instead, we introduce an unknown function for the $q$-th microphone position, $W_{mn} \left( \theta(q), \phi(q) \right)$, and obtain it to minimize the orthonormality error after sampling:
\[ \hat{A}_{mn} = \sum_{q=1}^{Q} P_{\text{tot}} \left( r = a, \theta(q), \phi(q) \right) \frac{W_{mn} \left( \theta(q), \phi(q) \right)}{b_n \left( ka \right)}, \quad (20) \]
where $Q$ is the total number of microphones. Substituting (17) leads to
\[ \hat{A}_{mn} = \sum_{q=1}^{Q} P_{\text{tot}} \left( r = a, \theta(q), \phi(q) \right) \frac{W_{mn} \left( \theta(q), \phi(q) \right)}{b_n \left( ka \right)} Y_n^{m} \left( \theta(q), \phi(q) \right) \times W_{mn} \left( \theta(q), \phi(q) \right) b_n \left( ka \right). \quad (21) \]
In order for $A_{mn}$ to be equal to $\hat{A}_{mn}$ on the left-hand side, the following has to be satisfied:
\[ \sum_{q=1}^{Q} \sum_{n'=0}^{N_{\text{eff}}} \sum_{m'=-n'}^{n'} A_{m'n'} b_{n'} \left( ka \right) Y_{n'}^{m'} \left( \theta(q), \phi(q) \right) W_{mn} \left( \theta(q), \phi(q) \right) = \hat{A}_{mn}, \quad (22) \]
where the orthonormality error $\varepsilon_{mn}^{m' n'} \ll 1$. That is,
\[ \hat{A}_{mn} = A_{mn} + \sum_{q=1}^{Q} \sum_{n'=0}^{N_{\text{eff}}} \sum_{m'=-n'}^{n'} A_{m'n'} b_{n'} \left( ka \right) \varepsilon_{mn}^{m' n'}. \quad (23) \]
The second term on the right hand side is the orthonormality error noise (OEN) as defined in [8, eq. (23)]. To obtain $W_{mn} \left( \theta(q), \phi(q) \right)$ that minimizes the OEN, these equations are expressed as a matrix equation. Equation (17) is expressed as
\[ P = Y_{QK'} \cdot B_{K'} \cdot A_{K'} \quad (24) \]
where
\[ P = \left[ P_{\text{tot}} \left( a, \theta(1), \phi(1) \right), \ldots, P_{\text{tot}} \left( a, \theta(Q), \phi(Q) \right) \right]^T \]
\[ Y_{QK'} = \left[ \begin{array}{ccc} Y_0^0 \left( \theta(1), \phi(1) \right) & \cdots & Y_{N_{\text{eff}}}^0 \left( \theta(1), \phi(1) \right) \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ Y_0^0 \left( \theta(Q), \phi(Q) \right) & \cdots & Y_{N_{\text{eff}}}^0 \left( \theta(Q), \phi(Q) \right) \end{array} \right] \]
\[ B_{K'} = \text{diag} \left[ b_n \left( ka \right) \right]_{K'}, \quad (27) \]
\[ A_{K'} = \left[ A_{00} \ldots A_{N_{\text{eff}} N_{\text{eff}}} \right]^T. \quad (28) \]
Each scheme estimates a different number of coefficients, $K$. Let the number of terms be $K$ ($K \leq Q$), (20) is expressed as
\[ \hat{A}_K = B_K^{-1} \cdot W_{KQ} \cdot P \quad (29) \]
where $\hat{A}_K$ is a column vector of the estimated coefficients, $W_{KQ}$ is a $K$ by $Q$ matrix, and $B_K^{-1} = \text{diag} \left[ b_n \left( ka \right)^{-1} \right]_K$. To reduce the effect of noise, $B_K^{-1}$ can be determined as
\[ B_K^{-1} = \text{diag} \left[ \frac{b_n \left( ka \right)}{\left| b_n \left( ka \right) \right|^2 + \lambda^2} \right]_K, \quad (30) \]
instead of $\text{diag} \left[ b_n \left( ka \right)^{-1} \right]_K$, where $\lambda$ is the regularization parameter.

Inserting (24) into (29) yields
\[ \hat{A}_K = B_K^{-1} \cdot W_{KQ} \cdot Y_{QK'} \cdot B_{K'} \cdot A_{K'}. \quad (31) \]
Depending on $K$ and $K'$, (31) is reduced as follows.

1) $K' < K$ (Low Frequencies): In order to accurately estimate the coefficients the following relation has to be satisfied:
\[ B_K^{-1} \cdot W_{KQ} \cdot Y_{QK'} \cdot B_{K'} \cdot A_{K'} = \begin{bmatrix} I_{K'} & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad (32) \]
where $I_{K'}$ is an identity matrix with the size of $K'$ by $K'$. Since the size of $Y_{QK'}$ is $Q$ by $K'$ ($K' < Q$), this equation is under-determined. Thus, there exists a matrix $W_{KQ}$ that satisfies (32), which is
\[ W_{KQ} = B_K \begin{bmatrix} I_{K'} & 0 \end{bmatrix} \cdot B_K^{-1} Y_{QK'} = \begin{bmatrix} Y_{QK'} & 0 \end{bmatrix}. \quad (33) \]
Then, (31) is reduced to
\[ \hat{A}_K = B_K^{-1} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} Y_{QK'} & 0 \end{bmatrix} \cdot Y_{QK'} \cdot B_{K'} \cdot A_{K'}, \quad (34) \]
2) $K' = K$ (Middle Frequencies): This condition leads to the relation:
\[
B^{-1}_{K} W_{KQ} Y_{QK'} \cdot B_{K'} = I_{K}'.
\]

Now, $Q$ is equal to or greater than $K'$. This means that this equation is uniquely or under-determined, and there exists a matrix $W_{KQ}$:
\[
W_{KQ} = B_{K} B^{-1}_{K} Y_{QK'} = Y_{QK}'.
\]

The column vectors are assumed to be independent. In this case, the estimated coefficients are exact:
\[
\tilde{A}_{K} = A_{K}'.
\]

3) $K < K'$ (High Frequencies): The following condition has to be satisfied to estimate accurate coefficients:
\[
B^{-1}_{K} W_{KQ} Y_{QK'} \cdot B_{K'} = [I_{K} \ 0].
\]

This equation can be under-, uniquely, or over-determined depending on $Q$ and $K'$. In the first two cases, $W_{KQ}$ can be obtained that satisfies (37). On the other hand, in the over-determined case, there is no $W_{KQ}$ that satisfies (37). Instead, a matrix that minimizes the error can be obtained, as in [8].
\[
\tilde{W}_{KQ} = B_{K} I_{K} B^{-1}_{K} Y_{QK'} = Y_{QK}'.
\]

where $B^{-1}_{K} W_{KQ} Y_{QK'} \cdot B_{K'} = [I_{K} + \varepsilon K \ \varepsilon_1]$, $\varepsilon K$ and $\varepsilon_1$ are error matrices of size $K$ by $K$ and $K$ by $(K' - K)$, respectively. The estimated coefficients are obtained as
\[
\tilde{A}_{K} = [I_{K} + \varepsilon K \ \varepsilon_1] A_{K}'.
\]
\[
\approx [I_{K} \ \varepsilon_1] [A_{K} A_{K' - K}]
\]
where $A_{K'}$ is divided into two column vectors, $A_{K}$ and $A_{K' - K}$, and $A_{K' - K}$ contains the terms with higher orders than $N_{\text{eff}}$. This means that the estimated coefficients have errors mainly from the higher orders, which is due to the phenomenon of spatial aliasing. This happens when the number of microphones is not enough to sample all the spherical harmonics components present in the sound field.

As described above, the spherical harmonics coefficients can be obtained with each HOA/MOA scheme from the measured pressure values. As in the previous sections, the schemes $5^{(P)}7^{(H)}$, $5^{(P)}7^{(H)}3^{(V)}$ and $5^{(P)}7^{(L)}$ are compared in what follows. However, $6^{(P)}$ is used instead of $5^{(P)}$ or $7^{(P)}$ because the number of the terms of $\sigma^{(P)}$ is 64, which requires more microphones than are available, and $5^{(P)}$ shows obviously worse performance than all the chosen MOA schemes. The sound field measured with the microphone array is assumed to be a plane wave with unit magnitude.

C. Coefficient Error

The coefficients $\tilde{A}_{m, n}$ obtained in the previous section can be compared with the theoretical values for a plane wave, $A_{m, n} = 4\pi i^n Y^n_m (\theta_0, \phi_0)^*$. The coefficient error is defined for each order $n$ as
\[
\varepsilon^2_n = \frac{\sum_{m=-n}^{n} (A_{m, n} - \tilde{A}_{m, n})^2}{\sum_{m=-n}^{n} |A_{m, n}|^2}.
\]

If the denominator is zero, this error is not defined.

The coefficient errors for a reference direction $(\theta_0, \phi_0)$ of $(\pi/2, \pi)$ are shown in Fig. 6, with the schemes $6^{(P)}$ (top left), $5^{(P)}7^{(H)}$ (top right), $5^{(P)}7^{(H)}3^{(V)}$ (bottom left), and $5^{(P)}7^{(L)}$ (bottom right). The color scale shows the error in a range of 40 dB; contours of $-10$ dB and $-20$ dB are also plotted. The order limit of $n = 2ka + 1$, up to which the surface pressure can be accurately obtained for a given frequency, is also shown. The coefficient error on the right hand side of the line is set to be infinity (indicated as yellow) because the values are not defined (the denominator is nearly zero, due to the low contribution of high orders at low frequencies).

At frequencies lower than 2100 Hz, $N_{\text{eff}}$ is less than 6, and $K$ for all these schemes is greater than $K'$. This means that the first condition (34) is satisfied for all the schemes. At frequencies higher than 2700 Hz, $N_{\text{eff}}$ is greater than 6, and $K$ for all the schemes is less than $K'$, which belongs to the third condition (37). Spatial aliasing occurs in this case. From 2200 Hz to 2700 Hz, indicated by two dashed lines, $6^{(P)}$ belongs to the second condition, $5^{(P)}7^{(H)}$ to the third condition, and $5^{(P)}7^{(H)}3^{(V)}$ and $5^{(P)}7^{(L)}$ to the first condition. The coefficient error of $5^{(P)}7^{(H)}3^{(V)}$ at these frequencies is not small because it does not contain all the components of $n = 6$.

As the frequency increases, the error due to spatial aliasing increases. Especially above $ka = 6$ (dashed line around 7 kHz), the effect becomes severe because the number of microphones $(Q = 52)$ is too small to sample spherical harmonics components at higher orders than 6.

$5^{(P)}7^{(H)}3^{(V)}$ in Fig. 6 (bottom left) has a larger error than the other schemes at frequencies above 2800 Hz. Some tesseral components reconstructed by $5^{(P)}7^{(H)}3^{(V)}$, e.g., $\tilde{A}_{6 \pm 7}$ and $\tilde{A}_{6 \pm 5}$, are excessively large and the condition number of the matrix
The HOA scheme is much more than for the other schemes. This means that with this layout the number of microphones is not sufficient to sample the spherical harmonics components of this scheme. This issue is further discussed in Section V-A.

5(P)~(L) in Fig. 6 (bottom right), on the other hand, shows the smallest errors in overall. For horizontal waves, this scheme works as well as 7(P), and the coefficients can be accurately obtained below k\(a = 6\). It is worth noting that 7(P) is not feasible with the given number of microphones in this case.

D. Reconstruction Error

By using the estimated coefficients \(A_{m,n}\), the original sound field can be reconstructed. For example, the reconstructed field by \(N(P)\) HOA scheme is

\[
\hat{P}_{N(P)} (r, \theta, \phi) = \sum_{n=-N}^{N} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} A_{m,n}^{(N(P))} J_n(kr) Y_n^m(\theta, \phi). \tag{41}
\]

Then, the reconstruction error can be calculated as

\[
\tilde{e}_{N(P)}^2 (r) = \frac{\int_0^\pi \int_0^{2\pi} \left| P(r, \theta, \phi) - \hat{P}(r, \theta, \phi) \right|^2 \sin \theta d\phi d\theta}{\int_0^\pi \int_0^{2\pi} \left| P(r, \theta, \phi) \right|^2 \sin \theta d\phi d\theta}. \tag{42}
\]

In the simulations, the integral is replaced by summation, with an angular spacing of 10 degrees for both the azimuth and the declination angle. This spacing allows describing sound fields up to order 17 \((2N + 2 \leq Q [23])\). Since the reconstructed fields are limited to lower orders, this spacing was sufficient to capture the changes in pressure with angle.

Note that although the paper focuses on optimizing performance for sound sources in the horizontal plane, performance is not only regarded in the horizontal plane, but in a volume around the origin.

Fig. 7 shows the reconstruction error with different schemes for radii from 0.01 to 0.1 m. Solid lines are contours at \(-10\) dB and \(-20\) dB of the reconstruction error. Since the \(7(P)\) scheme is not feasible with the considered microphone array, only the truncation error calculated based on (8) can be shown for comparison. The dashed line indicates where the truncation error has a level of \(-10\) dB for \(7(P)\). Equation (8) yields \(-10\) dB error at about \(kr = 7.7\). Since the truncation error is included in the reconstruction error, the reconstruction error is always larger.

The reference direction \((\theta_0, \phi_0)\) is \((\pi/2, \pi)\) as in the previous section. The \(5(P)^{(L)}\) scheme has a lower error than the other schemes in general. The \(-10\) dB contour line of the error of this scheme almost agrees with the \(-10\) dB contour of truncation error \((kr = 7.7)\) below \(ka = 6\) as shown in Fig. 7 (top right). \(5(P)^{(H)}\) has slightly larger errors than \(6(P)\). The \(5(P)^{(H)}(V)\) scheme is effective only up to 3 kHz, and displays very large errors at higher frequencies due to the excessively large values of some of the tesseral components (Fig. 6).

E. Beamforming Power

The MOA schemes can also be compared in terms of the spatial resolution as in Section III. Instead of the normalized directivity however, the beamforming power is used. For example, the beamforming power of the \(N(P)\) scheme can be defined as

\[
\tilde{w}_{N(P)} (\theta, \phi) = \sum_{n=-N}^{N} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \frac{Y_n^m(\theta, \phi) A_{m,n}}{4\pi n^2}. \tag{43}
\]

This value is equivalent to the normalized directivity (12) if the theoretical coefficient \(4\pi n^2 Y_n^m(\theta_0, \phi_0)\) is used instead of the estimated \(A_{m,n}\). Because of the use of the estimated coefficients \(A_{m,n}\), this beamforming power is also frequency dependent. When spatial aliasing occurs, the error \(\varepsilon_{1} \mathbf{A}_{K'K}\) from the high orders in (39) is included in the beamforming power.

Directivity index values with respect to the azimuth angle of each scheme are shown in Fig. 8. Up to 2700 Hz, all the schemes have the same directivity. The DI has a step-like behavior because of the effective order \(N_{\text{eff}}\), which depends on the frequency. Above 2700 Hz, \(5(P)^{(L)}\) and \(5(P)^{(H)}\) reach slightly higher directivity than \(6(P)\). Above 7 kHz, the DI decreases because of spatial aliasing. The \(5(P)^{(H)}(V)\) scheme exhibits a large drop in directivity due to its inability to estimate some tesseral components at higher frequencies, which was also reflected in the previously considered measures.
V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

For a validation of the proposed method, measurements were conducted in an anechoic chamber at the Technical University of Denmark (4.8 m × 4.1 m × 2.9 m, cutoff frequency: about 100 Hz). The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 9. Sound waves are generated by a loudspeaker, and measured with the spherical array of microphones (B&K 4959). The distance to the source was 2.5 m, which is greater than the wavelength above around 140 Hz. The sound waves are assumed to be plane waves. The loudspeaker and the microphone array were set to be at the same height.

Transfer functions between the input signal fed into the loudspeaker and the measured signals at the microphones were estimated using white noise. The sampling frequency was 32768 Hz. The transfer function values were then used for the estimation of the expansion coefficients.

B. Experimental Results

In order to calculate the coefficient error in (40), true values for the coefficient $A_{m,n}$ have to be determined. Since the sound waves were assumed to be plane waves, $A_{m,n}$ can be regarded as $C \cdot 4\pi i^n Y^n_m(\theta_0, \phi_0)^*$, where $C$ is a constant. This constant was determined by the estimated coefficient from the measurement $\tilde{A}_{00}$:

$$C \cdot 4\pi i^n Y^n_m(\theta_0, \phi_0)^* = C \cdot \sqrt{4\pi} = \tilde{A}_{00}. \quad (44)$$

The regularization parameter $\lambda$ in (30) was empirically set to 0.01 to reduce the effect of experimental noise.

Fig. 10 shows the coefficient error with $6^P$ (top left), $5^P7^H$ (top right), $5^P7^H3^V$ (bottom left), and $5^P7^L$ (bottom right) now based on measured data. The error for the zero-th order ($n=0$) component is always zero because it was used to match the overall levels of the coefficients, as described by (44). Compared with the simulation data in Fig. 6, error values are in general greater than for the simulations. In particular, the error at low frequencies is larger. This is most likely due to the effect of measurement noise, as discussed in Section VI-C. Despite this, it can be observed that $5^P7^L$ has the smallest errors overall among the schemes as in the simulation results (Fig. 6).

Fig. 11 shows the reconstruction error with the same schemes. As in Fig. 7, the errors with $6^P$ and $5^P7^H$ do not show large differences, but $5^P7^L$ scheme again results in the smallest errors overall. The −10 dB contour line for $5^P7^L$ is closer to the line for $kr = 7.7$ (the reference contour for a truncation error of −10 dB with $7^P$) than for the other schemes.

Fig. 12 shows the directivity index based on the measurements. The step-like behavior is not apparent here, and the measured directivity at low frequencies is lower, but the results are otherwise similar to those obtained from the simulation (Fig. 8).

VI. DISCUSSIONS

A. Sound Sources Out of the Horizontal Plane

In previous sections, only sound sources in the horizontal plane were regarded as the reference sound fields because the proposed schemes have advantages in those cases. However, it is worth investigating the performance for sound sources out of the horizontal plane.
The truncation error for these schemes was larger than with the other schemes because of inadequately captured components as mentioned in Section IV-B. The other considered schemes did not exhibit this behavior. This issue is related to the number and the layout of microphones on the considered spherical array.

According to [7], the required number of microphones for 3rd order HOA is \(4(N + 1)^2\) and \(2(N + 1)^2\), for equi-angle sampling and the Gaussian sampling, respectively. For nearly uniform sampling, \((N + 1)^2\) to \(1.5(N + 1)^2\) microphones are required. The layout used in this study is non-uniform and is different from these samplings. It is difficult to say exactly how many microphones are needed with such a layout for each scheme. Based on the simulation and measurement results however, it appears that the 52 microphones were only insufficient for the \(5^{(P)}7^{(HI)}3^{(V)}\) scheme.

To briefly investigate the effects of choosing a different layout, nearly uniform layouts for different numbers of points (as provided in [33]) were also considered. If the nearly uniform layout with the same number of microphones as the previously considered non-uniform array is used, the results do not show large differences (not shown). If the number of microphones is increased to 54 in the nearly uniform layout, the coefficient error with \(5^{(P)}7^{(HI)}3^{(V)}\) is considerably reduced. Fig. 14 shows the reconstruction error with 54 microphones for the nearly uniform layout. In this case, the reconstruction error for the \(5^{(P)}7^{(HI)}3^{(V)}\) scheme is considerably reduced. Fig. 14 shows the reconstruction error with nearly uniform sampling of 54 microphones for the nearly uniform layout. In this case, the reconstruction error for the \(5^{(P)}7^{(HI)}3^{(V)}\) scheme is considerably reduced.
Fig. 15. Reconstruction error with noise, 6(P) (top left), 5(P)7(H) (top right), 5(P)7(H)3(V) (bottom left), and 5(P)7(L) (bottom right).

The number of microphones can be reduced to 40 (equal to the number of components) without considerably increasing the coefficient errors (not shown). This indicates that about 1.1 \((N + 1)^2\) microphones are required for these schemes when using nearly uniform layouts, although the exact number varies. The matrix inversion with PHV schemes appears to be more sensitive than with other schemes, and PH schemes tend to be more robust. The minimum required number of microphones for each scheme is shown in Table I.

C. Effect of Noise

No noise was assumed in the simulations, but measurement noise was present in the experimental validation, and degraded the performance to some extent. To investigate the effect of noise, the self-noise of a commercial microphone (B&K 4959) and a measurement noise of 20 dB SNR were added to the simulated sound pressure. The self-noise had a level of about 22 dB SPL at 100 Hz and decreased with frequency. Fig. 15 shows the reconstruction error from simulations considering the additive noise. Due to the effect of the noise, the reconstruction error increases for all schemes. At low frequencies, the effect was larger than at high frequencies, mirroring the measured results. This is a common issue in spherical array processing, due to the radial function \(b_n(ka)\) being very small at low frequencies for high orders, which results in a high sensitivity to low-frequency noise.

This effect can be reduced by regularization to some extent as shown in Fig. 16, where the regularization parameter is set to be 0.01 in (29). These figures show similar behavior as the measured results (Fig. 11). However, in the experiments, the resulting error values were somewhat larger in general. Imperfection of the anechoic chamber, the plane wave assumption, and scattering from the experimental instruments may have also affected the measurements.

Fig. 16. Reconstruction error with noise, but regularized \((\lambda = 0.01)\), 6(P) (top left), 5(P)7(H) (top right), 5(P)7(H)3(V) (bottom left), and 5(P)7(L) (bottom right).

The robustness of an array processing scheme to noise can be shown with a performance index, the white noise gain (WNG) [32], which is given by eq. (45) as shown at the bottom of the previous page, where \(C_K = \text{diag} \{4\pi^2\}K\) and \(y_{1K}(\theta_0, \phi_0)\) is a row vector of 1 by \(K\) that is composed of the spherical harmonics functions.

Fig. 17 shows WNG for each scheme, computed for the non-uniform 52-channel microphone array. Again, up to about 2700 Hz, all schemes behave identically, and the differences are apparent at higher frequencies. 6(P) has the largest WNG, and thus is the most robust, at least up to about 6 kHz. 5(P)7(H)3(V) comes out as the least robust with this particular configuration. The peak WNG for 5(P)7(H) and 5(P)7(L) are shifted towards higher frequencies due to the inclusion of 7-th order terms, which comes at a cost of somewhat reduced robustness at mid-high frequencies. However, it can be seen that the overall behavior of the latter two MOA schemes in terms of WNG is similar to what would be expected for 7(P) (HOA).

VII. CONCLUSION

This study proposed a MOA scheme termed PL, which selects a subset of coefficients from the spherical harmonics expansion in a lattice pattern at orders higher than the periphonic order \(N_p\). A particular feature of this scheme is that it preserves all information available for sources in the horizontal plane. This
scheme was compared with other previously introduced MOA schemes (PH and PHV), as well as HOA. The comparison was performed considering the effect of truncation, as well as that of spatial encoding with a spherical microphone array through simulations as well as measurements. The results show that the proposed $N_p N_n$ scheme is equivalent to $N_n^{(P)}$ for sound waves propagating in horizontal directions, and performs as well as $N_p$ for those propagating in elevated directions in the worst case. Analysis on the layout and the required number of microphones and the effect of noise show that this MOA scheme does not have any serious disadvantages compared with HOA schemes.

In particular, this scheme may be useful to improve performance for horizontal sources with a relatively fewer number of microphones than would be required for increasing the periphonic (HOA) order. As demonstrated by the examples schemes investigated in this study, $\tilde{\tau}^{(P)}$ performs as well as $\tilde{\tau}^{(Q)}$ with only 52 microphones, even though the number of microphones is insufficient for full periphonic order of 7.

The present MOA scheme could be used in various applications; sound field microphones for virtual reality or augmented reality (VR/AR) audio recording, sound field decomposition in room acoustics, reconstruction of intensity vector for noise source localization, and so on.

**APPENDIX**

**The Truncation Error of PHV Schemes**

This section proves (9). The truncation error is defined as

$$
\tilde{e}_{N_p N_q}^2 = \frac{\int \left| P(r, \theta, \phi) - \tilde{P}_{N_p N_q}(r, \theta, \phi) \right|^2 d\Omega}{\int |P(r, \theta, \phi)|^2 d\Omega}.
$$

where $P(r, \theta, \phi)$ is a plane wave. If the magnitude of the plane wave is 1, the denominator is

$$
\int |P(r, \theta, \phi)|^2 d\Omega = \int |e^{ikr}|^2 d\Omega = 4\pi.
$$

The nominator is expressed as a spherical harmonics expansion, and the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics is applied:

$$
\int \left| P(r, \theta, \phi) - \tilde{P}_{N_p N_q}(r, \theta, \phi) \right|^2 d\Omega = \int \left| A_m n j_n (kr) Y^m_n (\theta, \phi) \right|^2 d\Omega
$$

\begin{align}
&= \sum_{n=-N_p}^{N_p} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \left| A_m n j_n (kr) Y^m_n (\theta, \phi) \right|^2 d\Omega \\
&= \sum_{n=-N_p}^{N_p} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \left| A_m n j_n (kr) Y^m_n (\theta, \phi) \right|^2 d\Omega \\
&= \sum_{n=-N_p}^{N_p} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \left| A_m n j_n (kr) \right|^2 d\Omega \times \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \left| A_m n \right|^2.
\end{align}

The coefficient $A_m n$ is replaced by $4\pi i n Y^m_n (\theta_0, \phi_0)^*$, and the addition theorem is applied [34]:

$$
\int \left| P(r, \theta, \phi) - \tilde{P}_{N_p N_q}(r, \theta, \phi) \right|^2 d\Omega
$$

\begin{align}
&= (4\pi)^2 \sum_{n=N_p}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \left| A_m n j_n (kr) \right|^2 d\Omega \\
&= (4\pi)^2 \sum_{n=N_p}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \left| A_m n j_n (kr) \right|^2 d\Omega
\end{align}

The reference can be derived in the similar way.
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